Crochet Spider
Finger Puppet

Instructions
1.

Begin with 6sc in adjustable loop (whatever method
works best for you - I usually use a double loop out of
habit but this isn't essential

2.

*1sc, 2sc in the next* 3 times (9sc)

3.

9sc for 4 rounds

4.

2sc in each sc (18sc)

5.

18sc for 5 rounds

6.

fix safety eyes into top round with 3 or 4 holes
between eyes. Trim and maybe file the post if it's too
long.

7.

Push the skinny finger bit up through the middle

8.

Leave your finger in and stuff around it

9.

*2sc together through front loop only, 1sc* 6 times
(12sc)

10. *2sc together through front loop only* 6 times (6sc)
11. Stuff a little bit more in the top (with your finger in so
that the shape isn't lost)
12. Cut the yarn and pull the last loop out

You will need
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

DK weight yarn
2.5mm hook
5mm or 6mm safety eyes or needle and
thread to embroider
Black thread and sharp needle for mouth
nail clippers or wire cutters to trim backs of
the eyes
Scissors
tiny bit of stuffing
blunt needle

Tips
Post some florists wire through legs

13. Thread onto a blunt needle and through the outer
loop of remaining 6sc
14. Pull up carefully to close and secure through the
middle several times
LEGS (make 8)
1.

6sc in adjustable loop

2.

6sc for 2 rounds

3.

*2sc together through front loop only* 3 times (3sc)

4.

Leave the main loop hanging, push hook through
outer loop of the remaining 2sc then pull the main
loop through

5.

ch9 (or however long your want the legs) pull the 1st
ch really tight to secure the foot

6.

Cut yarn leaving a tail of about 10cm and pull through
the last loop to sew to body

7.

Repeat 7 more times

sew 4 legs either side and embroider on a mouth. done :)

